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ABSTRACT 

The present paper intends to highlight the importance of literature in learning language. Mahesh Dattani’s 

‘Seven Steps Around the Fire’ has been selected as a reference to enumerate certain factors that can be of great 

help in learning language through literature. The literary language is very enriching. It adds beauty to the work 

of art. The paper proposes to acknowledge the importance of literary language for the learners. It also analyses 

how learning language through literature is far more entertaining. Every writer’s skill is different. Literature 

performs double tasks. It acts as a teacher and companion at the same time. The reader has to decide which 

face of literature he wants to look at. The paper stresses the use of dramatic language as a tool to learn 

language as it is easily understandable by the learners. The paper’s intention is not to impose its ideas on 

anyone but to simply discuss the role of literature in learning language efficiently. 
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It is the reflection of the society. Meyer Howard Abrams in his literary work The Mirror and the Lamp: 

Romantic Theory and the Critical Tradition compared classical literature to the mirror as it used to imitate 

reality. A strange comparison got momentum and the statement: „Literature is a mirror of the society‟ was often 

used by the writers. Literature deals with the inner and the outer world. It is a collection of vast knowledge. It 

includes many genres. It has gone through ups and downs, rejections and appreciations in different eras. The 

writers‟ collective intelligence creates different disciplines. 

The present paper proposes to discuss the importance of literature in learning the language with special 

reference to Mahesh Dattani‟s Seven Steps Around the Fire.  When language is talked about, it is none other 

than English. English is the target language for the Indians. Indians aim at learning the target language with 

proper accent and fluency. They get prepared to accept the entire burden of knowing the basics of the language. 

English, being a universal language, is essential in every field. Yusuf Mehdi firmly believes, “English has 

become the prominent link language, when we talk about communication skills, it is by and far English 

Language Communication skills”. (532) 

It is, indeed, a tedious task to learn and acquire English. The learner should have a frenzied passion for learning 

it. The whole process of learning English has to be properly synchronized. The essentials of English learning 
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should be structured so as to make the learners understand the difference in the background of the two languages 

i.e. the Target and the Source language. 

The tenses, good vocabulary, exact pronunciation, all together enable the learner to acquire the language 

efficiently. Talking about the importance of literature in learning English language in modern times, the 

influence of modern writers cannot be ignored. Literature has always provided enriching vocabulary. The 

literary language beautifies the story. This language establishes a pious relationship between the literary text and 

its readers. The literary language of modern writers is very lucid and self-explanatory. It is better for the readers 

to focus on literature in order to learn and improve language. They get knowledge and learning at the same time.  

Mahesh Dattani, a Sahitya Akademy award winner, is a social realistic dramatist, who informs the readers about 

the different cultural and social traditions. His language is very colloquial and provides subjective treatment for 

better understanding. The selection of Mahesh Dattani‟s play Seven StepsAround the Fire has been made 

keeping in mind the simplicity and brevity in his language. His usage of words and sentence construction 

facilitates the beginners and caters the needs of the learners at the same time. The characters in Dattani‟s plays 

speak expressively. When it comes to literature, drama enjoys the top position in entertaining its readers.  It is 

thought-provoking and gets immediate response. Raymond Williams feels,  

“When a dramatist writes a play, he is not writing a story which others can adapt for performance: he is writing 

a literary work in such a manner that it can be directly performed”. (159) 

Drama always interacts with its audience. It enables a learner to understand the expressions used in different 

situations. It is more communicative as compared to fiction, criticism, etc. The purpose of the selection of the 

play is to highlight the drama‟s action of having direct speech.  It is quite natural to learn the language in 

connectivity. Learners also face a number of challenges while learning the language. In the whole scenario, the 

learner plays an important role.  

What can be the expectations of a learner? He is dedicated to his commitment of learning the language. But his 

dedication can fall flat before other lively attractions. Learning has never been so interesting. Literature can 

make learning worth-enjoying. Mahesh Dattani‟s plays are a blessing in disguise for the learners. His works 

entertain as well as inform. The learners get to know the various expressions in different circumstances. In fact, 

learning through literature is far better idea. All the learners are not so focused as to accept the rigorous schedule 

almost daily. They feel dis-heartened and lag behind. Dattani‟s plays focus on each and every class of the 

learners, if they belong to the upper strata or the lower one regarding knowledge. His plays have interesting 

stories that build a cementing bond between the art and its learners. Every learning requires passion. His plays 

hypnotize the readers and they read them till they end. The play Seven Steps Around the Fire was first broadcast 

as Seven Circles Around the Fire by BBC Radio 4 on 9
th

 January 1999. It is a brilliant play about the Indian 

hijra community. How hijras are looked down upon and if they try to tie the knot with any one, they have to face 

the dearth of the consequences. Kamala, a beautiful hijra, loves Subbu, minister‟s son. He is also madly in love 

Kamala. They want to marry each other. Mr. Sharma opposes it and burns Kamala alive. The murder mystery of 

Kamala is revealed through Uma‟s inquiry related to her thesis. The play presents the society‟s ugly face. 

Mahesh Dattani, being a social realistic writer, always portrays the hidden realities. The play is a mourning story 

of the hijra‟s plight. The realistic stories bind the readers to its incidents.  The beginning of the play is very 

dramatic that it irks the learners and they decide to go through it till its end. The play begins like this: 
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Sanskrit mantras fade in, the ones chanted during a Hindu wedding. Fire. The sound of the fire grows louder, 

drowning the mantras. A scream. The flames engulf the scream. (Dattani, 7) 

The very beginning is heart shaking. The expressions used are quite moving and presents a good lesson to the 

learners. There is another method to learn the language. It is Grammar- Translation Method. Learning the 

language through the Grammar- Translation method seems to be grueling. No doubt, the learner will be 

efficiently translating into the target language, but he will be traumatized when he comes across some difficult 

expressions. In this case, only learners through literature would succeed. Literature provides exposure to various 

typical expressions as well. 

 The play introduces all its characters very swiftly in a natural course. The different characters use different 

expressions. Uma in Seven Steps around the Fire expresses herself very clearly. She says: 

Uma. Will she talk to me? (Dattani, 7) 

Uma. Can I meet her in there? ( Dattani, 7) 

Uma. Why do they put her in male prison?(Dattani, 9) 

Uma. If you loved your sister Kamla, why did you scar her face with a butcher‟s knife? 

( Dattani, 15) 

Uma, a well read lady, goes for very concise and short communication. The types of sentences she uses in the 

above mentioned sentences maintain her dignity in the whole play. Dattani remarkably pens down the script. 

The each character‟s language tries to show his social stature. Munswamy, a constable, justifies his position by 

the use of abusive language for the „hijras‟. People don‟t have high lingual expectations from a constable. If he 

is found abusing, he is supposed to do this. Dattani is a learned man who is aware of the nuances of language.  

Munswamy plays his role perfectly. His language forces him to stand aloof the sophisticated society. 

Munswamy. Quiet! Quiet! Quiet, I says, You sons of…loafers. (Dattani, 7) 

Munswamy. I will come inside and beat you up, you worthless pig! (Dattani, 8) 

Anarkali, hijra friend of Kamala, was in prison for the murder of Kamala. She was trapped in the wrong case. 

Uma wanted to help her out. Anarkali as a neglected part of society expresses herself bluntly. She is full of 

anguish. The language she uses fits her character. She speaks in an uncaring manner when called out by 

Munswamy to meet Uma. 

Anarkali.  I don‟t care if you are the mother of all the whores in Bangalore. I said I am not in the mood! 

(Dattani, 8) 

Anarkali. Go away. After servicing all these sons of whores, my mouth is too tired to talk. (Dattani, 8) 

Anarkali. I don‟t want to talk to madam! I want a cigarette!! (Dattani, 11) 

The literary texts provide more exposure to the learners in tenses, expressions and usage of words. The more 

exposure, the better language acquisition. Mahesh Dattani„s characters delve into  perfection. Suresh Rao, 

Uma‟s husband, is a Superintendent of Police. He talks arrogantly. His position contributes to his confidence. 

He dictates his wife in most of the matters. He decides what she should wear in parties. When Uma told him 

about the hijra. He said: 

Suresh Rao. Don‟t believe a word of anything it says. They are all liars. (Dattani, 9) 

Suresh Rao. Look, it is one thing that I am allowing you to go through these cases for your thesis, but don‟t feel 

compassion for them. They will take advantage…Keep your soft heart for me. (Dattani, 10) 
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Suresh Rao. That is the sort of crap that finds its way into your academic papers. (Dattani, 16)  

The other characters of the play are also helpful in enhancing vocabulary. Salim, and Mr. Sharma represent 

themselves in a convincing way. The whole play targets its readers for their reformation and transformation. The 

learners can get a large number of learning assignments through Dattani‟s works. 

Mahesh Dattani‟s works enjoy the status of being assistive for the language learners. The use of different tenses 

and expressions add value to the learners‟ dictionary. Dattani has always maintained the gravity of his language. 

His employed words do help in building good vocabulary. He never plays with arduous words. In his play Seven 

Steps around the Fire, he goes for simplest words. Resultantly, he has become an ideal writer to be read 

worldwide in order to learn and improve the language. The words like engulf, whirring, rustle, whack, yowl, 

blaring, filthy, and many more are extremely conversational. In fact, in one‟s daily life, one is in need to know 

vernacular words so as to have correct and standard communication. The learner has to interact in an unbookish 

way. The ceremonious words are often used for some particular purpose. The demand is more for the talkative 

words rather than the toughest ones. His perfection lies in simple description of the scene with effective 

language. Dattani does deliver literary excellence to his works but along with simplicity.  
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